Clarity of vision

Failure - you may have vision
but lack the implementation
plan

Learning

Affordability

Connectivity

Recognising what you have already

Skills
Strategy - yes, and... need for
everything to work together
Teacher training/readiness
There is often currently “panic
buying” of technologies - rush
to the bottom - rather than
thinking out most appropriate
uses of digital technology

Emergency pedagogic model
using tech - is not using
beautiful constructivist
principles overnight - how can
we ensure continuity of learning
in the time we have?

Flattening the curve
Not everyone will have one

Smartphone for continuity

Knowing what’s there already

Mobile learning

What position are people starting
from

What are limitations for working on small
screen

What’s the true situation in your
country

What can we learn from lowtech and non-tech programmes
in humanitarian sphere

Accelerated learning
Long-termism - doing it with a
view to what things will look like
beyond 2021.

Multi-modal learning - how
same content can be presented
in different formats

Communication - must be
appropriate - so everyone
knows where they can get
accurate information about
education and technology

Closing the gap between
learning and using what you
learn - just-in-time learning especially in recovery situations
- not just completing a
qualification

Skills needed by learning
teachers, facilitators and
leaders

Financing and return on
investment in education

Must be new - not what
we had 20 years ago

Flexibility, agility adaptability of
systems

Vision, strategy,
planning, execution

Learning training and
teaching

Justifying education finance higher

Resilience

If students are still going to
school - how do we fill gap
when they are not actually in
classed

Clarity over what tech is to be used
for

Use of technology

What about asynchronous
approaches

Technology used to modularise
education in ways that haven’t been
done before

Teacher training and enabling
Procurement - easing the
process

How do we focus on application
of tech not tech for itself

Interacting with stakeholders

Dynamic between formalised
education and all other
offerings - often they don’t talk
with each other - need to
collaborate

Distributed leadership and work

New set of behaviours that
everyone must understand

Use the right solutions and use
them right (digital doesn't
replace hands-on experience, it
should be used to enhance it)

Support for parents

People

Comunity and peer-to-peer learning
that is often excluded - how can
these informal learning community
systems be made more effective

Changing learning model to
make the most effective use of
technologies

Specifically the learning hardware
(not the software)

What kind of device/tech is
appropriate in each different
context

Must begin
with the
overall
vision

Linked to learning outcomes

PRIVATE SECTOR: What key
issues should governments focus
on in using digital technologies in
education post-COVID-19 for the
most marginalised

Connectivity is the most
important thing to get right

Connectivity - where data
access is available, it is often
too expensive (zero rating
solutions etc)

Structure of people delivering this
new education systems - not just
teachers and students - but
mentors, “policemen”, assessors…

Need to think
about what is
new now and we can
use for next
decade

Links to international agencies
that are aggregating resources;
being part of networks

Vision allowing people to go
beyond their education
Indicates topic
for possible
guidance note

Opening doors rather than
constraining

What can governments do to
support alternative financing of
education

Linked also to family investment in
education

How to work with private sector
Basic

Medium

Guidance on levels of
connectivity for governments to
ensure are available in schools

mMaking data available - e.g.
for teachers (dashboards)

Connecticvity
Advanceed

Pedagogical data
Operating model
All sorts of data - connectivity,
school location, teachers skills
We have a lot of emphasis at the
moment here

This is the biggest budget issue at
moment

Measurement of outcomes:
returns on investment of
providing good education - how
do we create feedback
mechanisms?

At this COVID-19 time - the
model has been disrupted connectivity is not good for
everyone

Very timely

Solutions helping learners to be
autonomous - while enabling
teachers to access progress

Technology

Getting everyone’s agency

Curriculum pedagogy

Data privacy

Connectvity and access

Data
Devices

child online safety

Privacy and security

Challenge: verification. of data needs to be taught to teachers
and students - verifying
information

Affordable
Not well understood - we are at
a unique point

For people and to support
communities

Remembering privacy

Access and connectivity - focus
on specific challenges of rural
context

Different approaches to assessment

Access to assesment

What new data can we collect
linked to connectivity?

Access (in the widest
sense)

Access to, and ownership of
data on education inputs and
effective outcomes linked to
technology

Credentials that are less intense to
get - more applicable

Off grid markets

Universal Service Funds (USFs)

Regulatory issues that get in
the way - licensing for provision
of telecom infrastructure usually done nationally with
fees, so no urban and rural
differentiation

We shouldn’t forget TV. Some great
edutainment in Sub-Saharan Africa

International com parability

Very hard to handle and model
educati9onal data -much is still
done by hand

Many m ministries think it’s not
possible to model

Job-creation and helping set up
companies - what can
governments do to help
company set up and job
creations

Importance of more traditional
digital technologies

Even radio as well

High youth unemployment

Physical access can be obtained in
many places

But difficult in many rural/
mountainous areas and remote
islands

Think about what education systems
would be like if they had the sort of
data that Amazon has

Mismatch

Access as Equity is really
important

Employers claim about not finding
talent

Employment system

Skills - whole new language things that teachers need to
understand how to perform in a
different way; and learners
need to understand this as well

Focus not just on education for
pathway to university - but also
skilling for employment and life

What skills should we be
encouraging in learning?

Need for perspective of
employers - how should they
participate?

Workforce development - what
role should companies play

Voice of SMEs

